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It is demonstrated t hat Betti's reciprocal theorem represents a cri terion for the ex ist
ence of a stored-en ergy funct ion. 

It was remarked long ago (1)1 that Betti 's l'eciprocal 
theorem, famili ar in the linearized theory of elastic
ity, remains valid for infinitesi mal strain superim
posed upon fLn arbitmrily strained tate of a hyper
elastic material, and recently a proof was published 
[2]. The true significance of Betti's theorem, how
ever, lies in its being a criterion jor the existence oj a 
stored-energy junction. 

Indeed, the differen t ial equations and stress 
boundary conditions to be sl1tisfied by the super
imposed displacement field u are [3] 

(AkmailUm;{J) ;a= PR(ii'k- b*k) , A kmailu m;ilnRa= t *Rk, (1) 

where PH is the density in the reference configuration, 
b* fLnd ti are the exceS8es of external body force 
and surface traction, respectively, above those ac t
ing on the given strained state, nR is the outward 
unit normal in the reference configuration, and the 
semicolon denotes the total covariant derivative. 
The coefficients A km"il are defined directly from the 
stress-strain relation of the clastic material, not as
sumed to be hyperelastic: 

(2) T a h <X( m ) A a il ( P) Of)ka 
Rk = ')k X ,il' km X . 'Y = Oxm 

.il 

TR being the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor [4]. 
In taking the stress-strain relation in t he form (2)1, 
we refrain from imposing the pr inciple of material 
indifference, so that the results to be ob tained re
main valid also for theories somewhat more general 
than elasticity. Since an underlying deformation is 
laid down and fixed, the quantitie'3 xp.-y are given 
functions of position. Thus the components Akm"il 
are given , fixed functions of positions, and (1) is a 
linear differential equation for u . 

Let h* and 'if correspon d to another infinitesimal 
deformation u superimposed upon the same given, 
underlying strained state. Then 

(Akm ailUm:il); a= PR(Uk- b1), 

A "ilu- m n - t-* 
km : il Ra- Rk· (3) 

1 Figures in brackets indicate t he literature references at the end of this paper. 
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H ence, by (1)1, 

Integration over a region ;;8R in the r eference con
figuration, followed by use of the divergence theorem 
and (1)2, yields the following Betti identity: 

Betti's reciprocal theorem consists in the assertion 
that in the sum on the left-hand side, barred and 
unbarred quantities may b e interchanged. In order 
that this be possible, for all u and u and for all 
regions ,01 R, it is necessary and sufficient that 

(6) 

for the ground state considered. 
Thus far we have laid down a single ground state. 

If we now demand that Betti's theorem shall hold 
for infinitesimal deformation from an arbitrary un
derlying state of strain, we infer that (6) must hold 
as an identity in the argument xP:-y. This condition, 
by (2), is necessary and sufficient for the existrnce 
of a potential ~(x"',~) such that 

(7) 

Thus we have proved that B etti's reciprocal 
theorem, jor irifinitesimal dejormation jrom an arbi
trary state oj strain, provides a necessary and sufficient 
condition that an elastic material be hyperelastic. 

This result is only an interpretation of the familiar 
fact that a reciprocity theorem for solutions of a 
linear differential system is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the system to be self-adjoint. 
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